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I owe thanks to many people who made this flight of 

Fantasy possible. The traits of a true Fantasy according to 

literary sources must include, “…fantastic elements in 

a…internally consistent set- ting, where inspiration from 

mythology and folklore remains a consistent theme.” This novel, 

Ardent Warrior, is the first novel in all of American history to 

have a “setting” in Africa and incorporate mythology and 

folklore merged from many countries in Africa.  

• I give credit to all the scholars preserving world history. 

• I give credit to Peter Thompkins who produced “Secrets 

of the Great Pyramid”. 

• I give credit to Dr. Henry Louis Gates who authored 

They Came Before Columbus. 

• I give credit to all the brave men and women written in 

the pages of the Hebrew Scriptures. 

• I give credit to articles like “The Black Pharaohs” (in 

National Geographic) magazine. 

This is a work of fiction. However, I tried very hard to 

artistically capture the true nature of indigenous people of 

Africa who lived over 2,000 years ago.  Therefore, this 

fictional work 
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is bereft of any caricature of people of color which 

developed in later centuries after colonialism and 

American slavery. In fact, it was artistically necessary 

to describe the characters as the opposites of caricature. 

You will certainly find the characters are artistically 

engaged in life pursuits discouraged by caricature. 

One of the most difficult factors of an ancient 

African culture to include in this story was sexuality.  It 

is confessed that descriptive sexuality is not typical for 

a Fantasy novel or Science Fiction.  However, to be a 

true Fantasy, the writing must incorporate the mythical 

culture on which the story is based.  Ancient African 

cultures worshipped procreation.  They were not 

subjected to an aristocratic governmental structure that 

punished and derided any deviation from chastity.  In 

ancient Africa, procreation is a celebration.  To depict 

ancient Africans without the freedom to love in 

worshipful adoration would be disingenuous.   

 Artistry Employs has produced a version of 

Ardent Warrior with less attention to artistic focus on 

sexual aspects of a pagan culture. It is called Romantic 

Warriors. Less descriptive sexuality will not deprive 

anyone of enjoyment of the story. However, Artistry 

Employs would encourage you to embrace the culture 

of the ancient people for purposes of understanding. 

You are encouraged to see educational videos from the 

History Channel like “Sex In The Ancient World” for 

educational reference.  

Please enjoy this historic literary first.  Due to 

the complete cul tural  focus,  Art is try 

Employs considers  Ardent  Warrior  “the f i rst  

t rue African Fantasy ever  wri t ten in 

America”.   It is a wonderful love story. 
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PROLOGUE 

 

 

 

 

 
The High Priestess of Kush was filled with 

determination as she entered the courtyard of the burial 

chambers of her brother. She smiled with pride as she 

looked around the granite courtyard filled with relics in 

honor of the mighty warrior that her brother was. Her 

smile faded quickly.  She was in the city of Napata to do 

more than mourn her brother’s death. 

The High Priestess turned to her guards and said, 

“Stay here in the courtyard. I will go into the burial 

chambers to mourn and return.”   
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She entered the small pyramid shaped burial 

chambers. She burned incense until the smell saturated 

the chambers. She kneeled before a beautiful mural 

depicting her brother in the afterlife. She spoke sacred 

words to invoke the attention of the gods. She called out 

to Amon-Ra. 

Far to the west of Napata, in the temple of Jenne, 

priestesses sat on chairs of ivory placed around a huge 

golden bowl filled with water pure enough to appear 

almost invisible. As the High Priestess of Kush prayed, 

her prayer ascended like the smoke of incense from the 

pure waters of the great bowl. The priestess of Jenne 

captured the incense in an ivory flask trimmed in gold.  

She entered the sacred chambers of Akibo, a chieftain 

Temple Guard of Jenne. She dropped to her knees. She 

released the incense of prayer before the Temple Guard 

with urgency and deep concern.   

The Temple Guard of Jenne mystically heard, 

“Amon-Ra, hear the words of your temple wife, the High 

Priestess of Kush. I and the people have not lost faith in 

the plan. However, we are only mortal. We are tired of 

seeing our princes die at the hands of dogs collected from 

places without even kennels. That is why our warriors 

attacked the city at Syene, decimated the Roman garrison 

there and made them slaves. We are tired of foreigners 

defiling our sacred lands with impunity.  

“Our queen dances the political dance. As expected, 

the Roman Prefect of Egypt sent 10,000 troops to drive 

our warriors out of Syene. Our warriors feigned a retreat 

deeper into our lands. Our warriors have divided the 

Roman Prefect’s troops. Soon, the Roman Prefect will be 

exhausted with futile attempts to dominate our lands. 

Even now, our agents in Rome are undermining his 
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campaign with pure gold paid to powerful senators in 

Rome. Soon, the Roman Prefect will abandon his quest. 

“But we are tired. The expense of blood is too much. 

My brother lies dead too early in life! We want all 

foreigners driven from our lands forever. I have seven 

daughters by my mortal husband. They are yours! Bring 

forth sons of your godhood through my daughters. Bring 

forth warriors unequaled in mightiness and nobility to 

drive the foreigners from our lands forever!”  

In Napata, the High Priestess of Kush was astounded 

when a mystic voice responded. The burial chambers 

seemed to fade away to be replaced by a bright sky filled 

with white clouds. She saw a bright sun appear in that 

sky as clouds parted. She heard the voice of Amon-Ra 

speak from the sun. She heard him accept her proposal. 

The High Priestess of Kush left the burial chambers 

with pride and joy. She returned quickly with her seven 

daughters. When Amon-Ra returned, he took her seven 

daughters with him into a mystic heaven. All seven 

daughters were returned to their mother nearly nine 

months later. All were ready to give birth. 
 

 

**** 

 

The daughter of a village chief from the kingdom of 

Mali stood on the edge of the western gulf with 

anticipation. Her ceremonial wedding robe and headdress 

became an aggravation to her purpose. Besides, she was 

alone. She removed her headdress and let her braided 

dreadlocks drop loosely around her shoulders, back and 

ample bosom. She removed her wedding robe. Only the 

glow of the moon covered her shapely, dark brown body. 

The skin on her virgin body became stimulated with the 
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mere sensation of clothing fallen off her flesh. Even the 

gentle breezes off of the water titillated.  

She stood on the grass with only the trees as her 

wedding party. She felt the stars were there to attest to 

the marriage. She watched the stars and waited.   

The stars began to shift and swirl like waters in a 

whirlpool. Many colors began to radiate from the stars. 

They formed the shape of a man’s image. A sphere of 

light with many colors surrounded the image.  The night 

sky formed an afro. The constellations formed the eyes. 

Brown nebulae dotted with infant stars formed the body. 

While African drum music floated in the air, the celestial 

image, named Nayahmee, called to the chief’s daughter 

and sang,  

 “Come up here with me! There is so much you can be! Just 

agree to be with me! Come be with me! Oh, I want you so! I’m 

about to lose control! But if I come down to you, the mountains 

will be crushed! My passion would burn the jungle to the ground! 

My procreative fluid would embarrass the Niger River! Agree! I 

will bring you to me!”     

The chief’s daughter surrendered herself and 

disappeared by means of sorcery. 

 
 


